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Federal   education   policy   is   a   well   planned   financial   outline   that   pushes   funding   towards   

needed   projects   such   as   fair   student   treatment,   present   COVID-19   relief   funds,   and   consistent   

federal   educational   funds   for   Alaska   K-12   schools.   Instead   of   focusing   on   the   unneeded   projects   

that   are   self-serving   and   have   minuscule   effects   on   school   systems,   federal   funding   combats   the   

larger   issues   in   our   education   system.   The   Alaskan   K-12   education   system   is   not   without   

problems,   but   federal   funding   is   a   limited   contributor   to   overall   funding   and   therefore   only   a   

small   part   of   those   issues   in   comparison   to   how   state   and   district   funding   affects   educational   

matters.     

Quality   federal   funding   begins   with   setting   the   foundation   for   a   fair   and   equitable   

environment   for   all   students   in   regards   to   school   safety,   educational   opportunities,   and   basic   

fundamental   needs,   such   as   food   and   school   materials.   Mandates   should   provide   equity   for   

students   susceptible   to   race,   sex,   religion,   language,   disability   discrimination,   and   bullying.   This   1

is   best   achieved   through   strong   federal   mandates   with   widespread   positive   effects   that   affect   

students   that   may   be   subject   to   educational   discrimination.   Most   mandates   originate   from   pieces   

of   the   Constitution   that   have   already   set   a   precedent   on   equality   and   equity,   and   mandates   affect   

all   schools   no   matter   their   financial   connection   to   the   federal   government   funds.   This   is   crucial   2

because   it   maintains   similarity   between   each   state   school’s   policy   and   prevents   any   school   from   

being   exempt   from   necessary   human   rights   protections.   Some   examples   of   federal   mandates   

focused   on   educational   equity   include   Title   VI   of   the   Civil   Rights   Act   of   1964,   which   protects   

1  “Types   Of   Educational   Opportunities   Discrimination.”   The   United   States   Department   of   Justice.   Revised   
November   19,   2020,   https://www.justice.gov/crt/types-educational-opportunities-discrimination.   

2  “Federal   Policy   101:   Influence   on   Education.”   NACSA.   Accessed   February   22nd,   2021.   
https://www.qualitycharters.org/research-policies/archive/how_federal_policy_impacts_education/#:~:text=The%20 
federal%20government%20has%20two,on%20ensuring%20equity%20in%20education.   
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against,   “Discrimination   on   the   basis   of   race,   color,   and   national   origin”   and   Title   IX   of   the   

Education   Amendments   of   1972,   which   protects   students   from   discrimination   based   on   sex.   3

While   listing   the   copious   amounts   of   educational   mandates   shows   an   attempt   for   

educational   equity   on   the   federal   level,   focusing   on   the   effects   of   mandates   shows   a   more   true   

outlook   of   how   our   current   funding   positively   affects   students’   lives.   Alaska’s   estimated   high   

school   graduation   rate   for   2021   landed   around   92.80   percent,   one   of   the   highest   levels   in   the   

nation.   As   graduation   rates   rise,   the   success   and   positive   bounds   in   educational   equity   can   be   4

seen   as   students   succeed   in   completing   a   big   step   in   their   education   and   soon   begin   their   adult   

lives.   Students   are   also   more   prepared   for   those   next   steps,   such   as   college   or   being   a   part   of   the   

workforce,   through   an   increase   in,   “college-   and   career-ready   standards,”   for   their   high   school   

curriculum.   While   the   skills   learned   in   these   general   education   classes   may   not   apply   until   a   few   5

years   later   in   a   student's   life,   they   teach   needed   fundamental   capabilities   that   can   shape   positive   

and   civilized   thought   processes   for   the   future   in   students’   minds.   Most   general   education   classes   

that   incorporate   these   standards   may   even   shape   a   student’s   career   and   educational   dreams   just   

by   giving   them   opportunities   to   learn   in   the   present.   The   U.S.   Department   of   Education   has   

strived   for   student   achievement   and   preparation   since   1979,   and   this   increase   in   successful   

student   graduation   is   a   clear   indication   of   how   positive   federal   educational   policy   is   to   

communities.   Even   though   more   federal   funding   would   most   likely   benefit   our   schools,   my   key   6

3  “Protecting   Students   Overview.”   U.S.   Department   of   Education.   Accessed   February   23rd,   2021.   
https://www2.ed.gov/about/offices/list/ocr/frontpage/pro-students/protectingstudents.html.   

4  “High  School  Graduation  Rates  by  State  2021.”  The  World  Population  Review.  Accessed  February  23rd,                
2021.   https://worldpopulationreview.com/state-rankings/high-school-graduation-rates-by-state.   

5  “Equity   of   Opportunity.”   U.S.   Department   of   Education.   Accessed   February   23rd,   2021.   
https://www.ed.gov/equity.   

6  “Federal   Register   ::   Agencies   -   Education   Department.”   Federal   Register.   Accessed   February   22nd,   2021,   
https://www.federalregister.gov/agencies/education-department.   
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point   in   this   paragraph   is   to   explain   what   our   existing   federal   education   system   has   already   

produced.   

The   most   important   example   of   how   critical   federal   policy   and   funds   are   for   schools   and   

communities   is   the   COVID-19   pandemic.   While   in-person   education   is   the   most   preferred   

method   of   teaching   and   learning,   online   education   still   requires   federal   funding   to   support   new   

challenges   for   students.   Examples   of   this   are   unsteady   internet   connections,   lack   of   human   

interaction   other   than   family   members,   and   computer   problems   that   interfere   with   a   student's   

learning   needs.   The   federal   government   has   created   aid,   such   as   the   Coronavirus   Aid,   Relief,   and   

Economic   Security   Act   (CARES),   to   help   decrease   education   financial   issues   in   all   states   as   the   

coronavirus   continues   to   change   the   economic   state   of   the   world.   The   CARES   Act   brings   around   

30   billion   dollars   to   both   K-12   and   higher   education   institutions,   providing   a   small   pillow   of   

financial   support   to   the   struggles   all   faculty   and   students   may   face.   The   CARES   Act   includes   a   7

30.75   billion   dollar   fund   named   the   Education   Stabilization   Fund.   The   Education   Stabilization   

Fund   is   split   into   three   categories   where   each   category   allocates   a   portion   of   funds   to   either   

elementary   and   secondary   school   funds,   emergency   education   funds,   or   higher   education   funds.   8

While   each   category   of   funding   is   equally   important   to   the   overall   condition   of   each   state's   

education   system,   the   funding   varies   depending   on   the   importance   of   its   receiver.   The   elementary   

and   secondary   school   funds   received   13.5   billion   dollars,   the   emergency   fund   received   three   

billion   dollars,   and   finally,   the   higher   education   institution   funds   received   14.25   billion   dollars.   

Each   state   receives   a   certain   amount   of   funds   by   evaluating   their   poverty   and   population   levels   in   

7  Worley,   Sean.   Palmer,   Scott.   “The   CARES   Act:   Five   Things   That   School   and   District   Leaders   Need   to   
Know   Now.”   Wallace   Foundation,   April   23,   2020,   Accessed   February   23rd,   2021.   
https://www.wallacefoundation.org/news-and-media/blog/pages/the-cares-act.aspx.   

8  Worley   &   Palmer,   “The   CARES   Act.”   
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that   present   time,   just   as   other   funds   are   evaluated.   This   important   part   of   this   fund   in   9

comparison   to   basic   and   consistent   education   federal   funds   is   that   how   the   money   is   spent   is   

more   flexible.   This   is   beneficial   because   it   allows   states   to   give   money   to   the   distinctive   areas   in   

their   education   system   that   are   in   the   most   critical   condition.   The   CARES   Act   truly   provides   the   

amount   of   security   and   relief   promised   in   its   name.     

The   Coronavirus   Response   and   Relief   Supplemental   Appropriations   Act   (CRRSA)   is   

another   type   of   federal   funding   given   to   schools   during   the   Coronavirus   Pandemic.   While   the   

CARES   Act   focused   more   on   equipping   schools   for   online   learning,   the   CRRSA   Act   aids   

schools   with   the   financial   challenges   that   come   with   transitioning   back   to   in-person   learning.   The   

CRRSA   Act   contains   stricter   rules   for   the   use   of   funds   due   to   the   teaching   environment   being   

less   problematic   in   comparison   to   online   learning.   Another   difference   between   these   acts   is   the   

CRRSA   Act   only   provides   relief   to   elementary   schools,   secondary   schools,   and   the   Governor’s   

Emergency   Education   Relief   Fund.   This   bill   allocates   four   billion   dollars   to   the   Governor’s   10

Emergency   Education   Relief   Fund   and   54.3   billion   dollars   to   the   Elementary   and   Secondary   

School   Emergency   Relief   Fund.   The   CRRSA   Act   is   practically   a   branch   off   of   the   CARES   Act,   11

which   provides   more   financial   aid   to   support   K-12   school   systems.   The   CRRSA   Act   is   important   

because   it   provided   another   wave   of   relief   around   December   2020,   a   month   where   another   cycle   

of   the   virus   struck   most   states   in   the   U.S.   Continued   financial   support   is   important   for   struggling   

school   systems,   especially   in   Alaska’s   remote   environment,   and   CRRSA   provided   the   assistance   

needed   to   maintain   a   healthy   environment   for   students.     

9  Worley   &   Palmer,   “The   CARES   Act.”   
10  “Novel   Coronavirus   Disease   (COVID-19).”   Alaska   Department   of   Education   &   Early   Development.   

Accessed   February   23rd,   2021.   https://education.alaska.gov/safeschools/infectiousdisease.   
11  “Novel   Coronavirus   Disease   (COVID-19).”   
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The   funds   provided   amidst   the   pandemic   are   a   pillow   of   aid   that   covers   issues   appearing   

in   school   systems,   but   funding   similar   to   this   can   not   be   provided   permanently.   Pushing   funding  

towards   schooling   is   usually   a   positive,   but   the   amount   that   is   being   pushed   at   this   point   in   

history   has   to   come   from   somewhere.   Borrowing   money   at   the   national   level   is   less   costly   at   this   

time   due   to   how   the   pandemic   has   affected   our   national   economy,   but   accruing   debt   to   help   our   

schools   does   more   bad   than   good   to   our   economical   situation.   With   reformed   financial   policies   12

in   the   future,   we   could   maintain   the   current   positives   of   financial   aid   while   providing   new   

funding   in   emergency   situations.   

Both   annual   and   one-time   federal   financial   aid   are   important   to   school   systems   to   help   

fund   any   challenge   that   they   may   face.   Most   annual   federal   funding   stems   from   the   Elementary  

and   Secondary   Education   Act   (ESEA),   with   new   and   additional   funding   from   the   

McKinney-Vento   Homeless   Assistance   Act   also   included   in   that   count.   The   ESEA   Act   is   an   13

ever-evolving   piece   of   legislation   that   is   reformed   often.   It   was   enacted   in   1965   and   was   a   major   

starting   point   in   President   Lyndon   Johnson’s   war   on   poverty.   While   the   state   governments   14

control   and   fund   the   bulk   of   the   national   education   system,   ESEA   created   the   first   federal   law   

that   took   part   in   maintaining   schools.   The   ESEA   originally   contained   six   titles,   but   Title   VII   15

12  Sheiner,   Louise.   Wessel,   David.   “Where   is   the   US   government   getting   all   the   money   it’s   spending   in   the   
coronavirus   crisis?”,   Brookings,   Published   March   25,   2020.   
https://www.brookings.edu/blog/up-front/2020/03/25/where-is-the-u-s-government-getting-all-the-money-its-spendi 
ng-in-the-coronavirus-crisis/.   

13“Federal   Education   Programs   Summary.”   ESEA   Network.   Accessed   February   22nd,   2021.   
https://www.eseanetwork.org/about/esea-programs-summary.   

14  Yell,   Mitchell.   “Elementary   and   Secondary   Education   Act   (ESEA).”   Wiley   Online   Library,   January   17,   
2014,   
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1002/9781118660584.ese0831#:~:text=The%20ESEA%20originally%20c 
onsisted%20of,III%E2%80%94Supplementary%20Educational%20Centers%20and.   

15  Yell,   Mitchell.   “Elementary   and   Secondary   Education   Act   (ESEA).”   
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was   established   for   the   McKinney-Vento   Homeless   Assistance   Act   in   1987.   The   importance   of   16

reforming   the   ESEA   to   add   Title   VII   is   because   it   was   the   first   piece   of   legislation   working   to   

protect   and   aid   homeless   children   in   the   K-12   age   range.   The   ESEA   also   aids   other   17

disadvantaged   K-12   children,   such   as   low-income,   racial   minorities,   migratory   children,   

neglected,   delinquent,   and   many   other   kids   in   need   of   educational   assistance.   This   Act   contains   

federal   funds   focused   on   providing   quality   and   well   educated   school   faculty   for   an   even   better   

educational   environment.   Overall,   the   Elementary   and   Secondary   Education   Act   benefits   all   18

students   and   faculty   in   school   districts   and   helps   create   a   better   working   and   learning   

environment.   

While   the   ESEA   is   a   beneficial   fund,   it   still   comes   with   shortcomings   that   affect   both   

students   and   faculty   daily.   Even   after   many   steps   have   been   taken   to   lessen   underperforming   

schools,   there   are   more   than   1,100   schools   who   have   participated   in   the   underperformance   

program   for   more   than   four   years   with   very   little   change   to   the   schools’   major   issues.   Part   of   19

this   underperformance   problem   can   be   pinpointed   to   how   certain   students   are   evaluated,   such   as   

minority   or   low-income   students.   The   students   that   enroll   in   these   underperforming   schools   are   

evaluated   at   a   very   small   base   score,   in   comparison   to   the   high-reaching   scores   students   must   

pass   in   well-developed   schools.   When   the   students   at   underperforming   schools   meet   basic   

educational   standards   so   easily,   the   program   assumes   the   school’s   issue   is   being   addressed   and   

16  “McKinney-Vento   Act.”   National   Coalition   for   the   Homeless.   Published   June,   2006.   Accessed   February   
23rd,   2021.   https://www.nationalhomeless.org/publications/facts/McKinney.pdf.   

17   “McKinney-Vento   Act.”   
18“Federal   Education   Programs   Summary.”   
19  Rees,   Nina.   “25   Reasons   ESEA   Would   Benefit   From   Reforms   in   the   Straight   A's   Act,”   The   Heritage   

Foundation,   Published   October   7,   1999.   
https://www.heritage.org/education/report/25-reasons-esea-would-benefit-reforms-the-straight-act.     
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lessens   funding.   The   ESEA   can   be   a   powerful   tool   in   our   education   system,   but   it   needs   to   be   20

reformed   to   truly   benefit   our   students   and   create   a   better   educational   environment.   While  

national   testing   hurts   our   schools   right   now,   if   the   testing   levels   are   correctly   reformed   the   

federal   government   could   provide   the   proper   amount   of   funding   an   underperforming   school   

deserves.     

  In   regards   to   the   pandemic,   the   federal   government   has   made   changes   to   the   ESEA   to   

better   fit   the   unique   needs   of   school   systems   at   this   point.   Some   of   those   changes   include   moving   

paperwork   submittal   dates,   reforming   spending   limitations,   and   removing   required   testing   for   

some   grants-in-aid.   The   importance   of   removing   required   national   testing   is   it   takes   the   stress   21

off   both   students   and   teachers.   Faculty   are   now   able   to   use   that   time   to   teach   instead   of   proctor   

the   national   tests,   even   if   state   testing   is   still   occurring.   The   pandemic   has   created   a   school   year   

where   teaching   time   is   more   limited   than   usual,   so   removing   these   tests   is   crucial   to   keeping   

teachers’   class   curriculum   on   track.   

While   the   ESEA   is   one   of   the   largest   annual   federal   funds,   a   more   student-specific   but   

just   as   important   fund   is   the   Individuals   with   Disabilities   Education   Act   (IDEA).   IDEA   is   

important   because   it   focuses   on   providing   aid   and   assistance   to   special   education   and   needs   

students,   one   of   the   largest   groups   of   disadvantaged   students   at   around   four   million   children.   22

This   act   consists   of   four   parts,   A   through   D,   and   experiences   regular   reform   and   reauthorization.   

The   most   recent   year   IDEA   was   reauthorized   was   in   2004,   which   lessened   paperwork   for   

20  Rees,   Nina.   “25   Reasons   ESEA   Would   Benefit   From   Reforms   in   the   Straight   A's   Act.”  
21  “ESEA   Federal   Programs   -   Education   and   Early   Development.”   Alaska   Department   of   Education   &   

Early   Development.   Accessed   February   22nd,   2021.   https://education.alaska.gov/ESEA.   
22   “Individuals   with   Disabilities   Education   Act.”   American   Psychological   Association.   Accessed   February   

23rd,   2021.   
https://www.apa.org/advocacy/education/idea#:~:text=The%20Individuals%20with%20Disabilities%20Education,e 
ducation%2C%20employment%20and%20independent%20living.   
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psychologists   and   created   less   networking   limitations   between   parents,   schools,   or   medical   

faculty.   Without   IDEA,   many   special   education   children   would   not   be   able   to   experience   the   23

daily   routine   and   normalcy   of   kindergarten   through   12th-grade   education   and   social   interactions.   

IDEA   also   assists   the   families   and   educational   caretakers   of   these   students,   providing   them   with   

legislation   that   protects   their   basic   rights   as   parents   and   the   funding   any   caretaker   may   need   to   

provide   quality   and   equitable   education   to   their   students.   The   Individuals   with   Disabilities   

Education   Act   is   administered   and   regulated   by   the   Office   of   Special   Education   Programs   

(OSEP),   a   federal   unit   that   is   part   of   the   overall   U.S.   Department   of   Education.   IDEA   and   the   24

ESEA   are   both   critical   pieces   of   legislation   for   federal   financial   aid   and   the   protection   of   K-12   

citizens’   rights.   Without   these   vital   funding   and   federal   support   options,   nation-wide   educational   

experiences,   whether   a   student   is   disadvantaged   or   not,   would   be   drastically   more   difficult.   

When   reviewing   federal   financial   aid,   many   eyes   of   teachers,   parents,   and   students   see   

the   federal   government's   place   in   education   as   a   negative   one.   K-12   federal   education   funding   

only   makes   up   around   8.3   percent   of   school   districts’   overall   funds,   but   it   has   developed   opinions   

about   its   funding   as   if   it   provides   100   percent.   School   districts   ask   for   more   federal   funding   but   25

also   ask   for   educational   matters   to   be   up   to   the   states   only.   This   is   almost   impossible   because   

funding   should   be   controlled,   processed,   and   monitored   by   the   originator   to   assure   that   funding   is   

spent   correctly.   More   federal   funding   would   cause   the   federal   government   to   have   more   of   a   

hand   in   students’   education,   an   effect   states   do   not   wish   for.   The   debate   on   federal   funding   is   

23  “Individuals   with   Disabilities   Education   Act.”   
24   “Individuals   with   Disabilities   Education   Act.”   
25  “10   Facts   About   K-12   Education   Funding.”   U.S.   Department   of   Education.   Accessed   February   23rd,   

2021.   
https://www2.ed.gov/about/overview/fed/10facts/index.html#:~:text=The%20federal%20government%27s%20share 
%20is,sources%2C%20primarily%20for%20private%20schools.&text=This%20division%20of%20support%20rem 
ains,on%20local%20control%20of%20schools.  
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never-ending   and   unnecessary   when   most   educationally-related   funding   stems   from   the   districts   

and   states   the   schools   reside   in.   While   blame   for   educational   funding   issues   is   consistently   

placed   on   federal   departments   and   agencies,   the   reality   is   that   the   states   and   districts   have   more   

of   a   hand   at   causing   less   funding   towards   schools.   States   provide   45.6   percent   of   educational   

funds   and   local   governments   provide   around   37.1   percent,   therefore   state-regulated   schools   are   

more   likely   to   experience   negative   funding   changes   on   the   state   level   in   comparison   to   any   

change   the   federal   level   may   make.   The   federal   government   is   regularly   being   blamed,   because   26

many   citizens   lack   the   legislative   knowledge   to   understand   how   little   the   federal   government   has   

a   hand   in   their   children’s   education.   Due   to   the   federal   government   being   such   a   large   entity   in   

U.S.   citizen’s   lives,   it   is   easier   for   citizens   to   blame   the   government   for   these   issues.   Part   of   this   

routine   blaming   is   because   many   citizens   have   very   little   knowledge   of   their   government,   which   

causes   negative   thinking   and   confusion   on   the   topic   of   federal   funding.   While   the   federal   

government   is   not   without   problems,   using   it   as   a   target   for   problems   does   not   resolve   the   issues   

of   concernment   in   the   national   education   system.   

The   debate   on   federal   funding   is   never-ending   and   unnecessary   when   most   

educationally-related   funding   stems   from   the   districts   and   states   the   schools   reside   in.   Federal   

and   state   policy   should   be   an   interworking   system   that   benefits   the   great   majority   of   our   national   

school   systems,   while   also   taking   steps   towards   aiding   schools   outside   of   the   majority.   Any   

federal   policy   proposed   should   include   the   federal   government   as   the   originator,   while   also   

maintaining   overall   state   control   of   federal   funds.   This   general   outline   will   support   the   majority   

of   citizens’   want   for   limited   government,   while   also   providing   reformed   legislation   to   

26  “10   Facts   About   K-12   Education   Funding.”   
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educational   institutions.   The   first   problem   that   should   be   addressed   is   the   need   for   an   increase   in   

accountability   on   the   federal   level.   Examples   of   places   in   the   federal   funding   system   that   should   

have   an   increase   in   accountability   is   communication   between   the   government   and   schools,   

ignoring   extreme   poverty   and   charter   schools,   and   misuse   of   funds.   While   taking   into   account   27

that   establishing   new   policy   for   these   issues   won’t   fix   all   the   problems   with   federal   educational   

funding,   it   will   increase   the   positive   effects   and   bring   educational   institutions   one   step   closer   to   

adequate   funding.   A   second   obstacle   that   should   be   addressed   is   how   our   state   funding   budget   

cuts   affect   our   education   system,   even   more   than   federal   funding   does.   Due   to   states   having   most   

of   the   control   over   their   education   budgets,   the   funding   levels   and   overall   positive   outcomes   of   

each   system   varies.   The   answer   to   this   is   creating   a   system   that   provides   funding   for   both   student   

poverty   and   district-level   poverty,   to   combat   financial   issues   at   home   and   at   school.   Solving   our   28

current   education   funding   issues,   while   also   maintaining   the   positives   of   the   current   system,   is   an   

issue   that   needs   to   be   addressed   carefully   and   methodically   to   provide   a   better   future   for   

students.   

Federal   educational   policy   and   funding   are   not   without   problems,   but   it   provides   fair   

student   treatment,   present   COVID-19   relief   funds,   and   consistent   federal   educational   funds   for   

Alaska   K-12   schools   through   a   rigorous   and   detailed   financial   outline   no   matter   its   issues.   

Federal   policy   pushes   funding   towards   critical   and   important   projects,   instead   of   supporting   

unneeded   and   self-serving   ideas   that   do   not   benefit   the   education   systems.   Without   both   state,   

local,   and   federal   funding   schools   would   not   be   able   to   make   bounds   in   educational   goals   as   they   

do   now.     

27  Rees,   Nina.   “25   Reasons   ESEA   Would   Benefit   From   Reforms   in   the   Straight   A's   Act.”  
28  Katz,   Nicole.   “State   Education   Funding:   The   Poverty   Equation,”   FutureEd,   Published   March   2,   2020,   

https://www.future-ed.org/state-education-funding-concentration-matters/.     
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